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Introduction

Our Research is inspired 
by the Bad Wine in Cover's 
Textbook

One bottle of wine is bad, and we can quickly find it by mixing several bottles of wine and tasting them, 

once given the probability of each wine being bad.



What if the probability is dynamic?

Bad Wine Pipeline

What's checking strategy 

to quickly find the bad 

wine pipeline?

receive exactly one bad wine at a time
We could use Adaptive 
Huffman Coding！

Probability Distribution is Unknown!



Solutiion: Adaptive Huffman Tree

Every time robot spots a bad wine in 
pipeline A, pA should increase, and we 
should correspondingly change our 
strategy.

Equal to insert a symbol A into Adaptive Huffman Tree !



Adaptive Huffman Coding Algorithm



Perfomance from an encoding perspective

The best iterval for the size of message is               in our experiment environment!



Metrics: How to measure the "learning" velocity

Definition: the convergence state: when the length of message is doubled, the decrease of 
compression ratio is less than 0.01 continuously. 



Experiment: The Affect Factor- letter Distribution

1) The continuity of letters makes warm-up easy!
2) The uniform distribution makes the launch efficiency worse!
3) The  regularity of letters makes learning fast!

CONCLUSION:



Accelerate the learning velocity: Buffer makes surprise!



Application Scenario: Hierarchical Softmax in CBOW

Biased Walk on Huffman Tree

Input the information of word W, we try to 
output W by walk on the corresponding 
Huffman Tree of word set.  

Go Right

ELSE: Go Left

Hierarchical Softmax: a method to improve performance of vec2word models

CBOW: Continuous Bag-of-Words



Trials on Incremental Learning

It's costly to rebuild Huffman Tree and retrain model when adding new datas.....

Incremental Huffman Tree

M. Nilufar and A. Abhari, “Incremental text clustering algorithm for cloud-based data
management in scientific research papers,” in 2022 Annual Modeling and Simulation Conference 
(ANNSIM), 2022, pp. 778–789

L. Tian, X. Wen, Z. Song et al., “An online word vector generation method based onincremental 
huffman tree merging,” Tehniˇcki vjesnik, vol. 28, no. 1, pp. 52–57, 2021.i



Some deficiencies we found

Incremental Huffman Tree has several drawbacks....

A frequently used word 
being removed！



Some deficiencies we found

Incremental Huffman Tree has several drawbacks....

Bad Accuracy on the 
whole dataset！



Some deficiencies we found

Incremental Huffman Tree has several drawbacks....



Our Refinement: PIWA Algorithm

How about changing incremental to adaptive ?



PIWA: Training and Predicting Time 

predicting time is mainly related to the average tree height

• predicting time is mainly related to the average tree height, PIWA has smaller tree height
• training time of the PIWA increases more steadily with the increase of the epoch, while the 

Incremental method has a change in slope.



PIWA: Accuracy

• With the increase of epoch,the accuracy of 
Incremental method increases gently.

• When epoch=50, it is overtaken by Adaptive 
method.

• incremental method is verified to reduce 
accuracy, though having high accuracy at 
begining.

Observations

Our PIWA is Better!



Future Work

• Combine the research on improving the performance of Adaptive Huffman Tree with 
PIWA.

• To truly implement Incremental Learning, we may have to modify the whole structure of 
thehierarchical softmax model.

Modification on PIWA

Adaptive Huffman Code With Buffer
• We just implemented the process of encode and analyzed its performance. The process 

of decoder can be implemented in the future to make the Adaptive Huffman Code With 
Buffer complete.

• To truly implement Incremental Learning, we may have to modify the whole structure of 
thehierarchical softmax model.
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